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Abstract 
Cryptography offers effective techniques to ensure users’ security and privacy in an efficient way. To protect networks 
from intruders/attackers and transmit a message over an insecure channel, encryption and digital signature algorithms 
could be used within different designs to provide secure networks and security solutions in order to protect users’ 
information and their data from being attacked. These designs would ensure confidentiality, authenticity, integrity, and 
non-repudiation. Signcryption algorithms achieve the properties of both digital signature and encryption schemes. In this 
paper, we implement the Schnorr Signcryption and RSA Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt (Sign-Encrypt-Sign) schemes. Moreover, 
we will illustrate the comparison between the RSA Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt and Schnorr Signcryption schemes in terms of 
computation cost. Additionally, we will present an improvement factor in the case of parallelisation techniques applied to 
Schnorr Signcryption and RSA Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt (Sign-Encrypt-Sign) schemes. 
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1. Introduction 
Many organizations require security solutions that protect the user’s privacy and prevent fraud. Sometimes, security 
is considered a necessity1. Another problem faced by organizations is the need to limit unauthorized access to 
information and try to keep it inaccessible to intruders. This goal can be achieved through cryptographic algorithms. 
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(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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Information security aims to protect the availability, privacy, and integrity of data through the use of digital 
signature and encryption algorithms12. Data confidentiality and data integrity are two of the most important 
functions of modern cryptography. Confidentiality can be achieved using encryption algorithms or ciphers, whereas 
integrity can be provided by the use of authentication techniques. Encryption algorithms fall into one of two broad 
groups: private key encryption and public key encryption. Likewise, authentication techniques can be categorized by 
private key authentication algorithms and public key digital signatures11. Precisely speaking, an encryption scheme 
must guarantee that any information about plaintext form cipher text cannot be learned.  Additionally, a signature 
scheme must guarantee that a valid signature on a message cannot be forged by any adversary 3,7. Encryption 
algorithms can be used to protect transmitted data from one system to another over an insecure wireless 
communication network, such as LTE (Long Term Evolution)10. There are two mechanisms that can be used to 
simultaneously achieve the security goals of encryption and digital signature schemes. The first mechanism is the 
use of Signcryption techniques, and the other is the use of different cascaded encryption and signature blocks. There 
are two possible scenarios: Sign-Encrypt-Sign and Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt. Both of these two scenarios can resist the 
cipher-text forwarding attack and its consequences7. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we 
introduce a brief literature review. In Section 3, we elaborate on the comparison between our implementations for 
the RSA Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt and Schnorr Signcryption schemes in terms of the computation cost, and also 
introduce the topic of improving the performance of both schemes using parallelization. In Section 4, we discuss the 
results. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.  
2. Literature review  
Currently, the common approach to achieve both message confidentiality and authenticity is to sign the message and 
encrypt it with its signature. The sender would sign the message using a digital signature scheme, then encrypt it 
with an appropriate encryption algorithm. The signature would use a private key encryption algorithm, under a 
randomly chosen message encryption key. The random message encryption key would then be encrypted using the 
recipient’s public key. We call this two-step approach “sign-then-encrypt” or "encrypt-then-sign"8. Encrypt-then-
sign is subject to the plaintext-subsection attack and it is more vulnerable when the sender uses RSA or ElGamal 
algorithms for encryption and decryption11. The composition of the sign-then-encrypt approach suffers from a 
forwarding attack. On the other hand, the composition of the encrypt-then-sign approach suffers from cipher text 
stealing attacks. To mitigate security breaches in the two-block approach, we present the three-block approach (i.e. 
Sign-Encrypt-Sign and Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt.)14. One main disadvantage of three-block approach is that the cost of 
delivering a message using the Sign-Encrypt-Sign or Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt is the sum of the costs of the three 
blocks of digital signature and public key encryption. Additionally, a comparable amount of computation time is 
required for signature verification and decryption process. All of these factors increase the cost of the cryptographic 
operation of a message4. Signcryption is the primitive proposed by Youliang Zheng in 1997, and it combines public 
key encryption with digital signature in a single logical step; obtaining a lower cost for both communication and 
computation9. Signcryption is expected to provide better security and/or functionality than any other native 
combination of public-key encryption and digital signatures5. More recently, the significance of Signcryption in real 
world applications has gained recognition by experts in data security. Since 2007, a technical committee within the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27) has been developing an international 
standard for Signcryption techniques6. One of the most famous Signcryption schemes is the Schnorr Signcryption 
algorithm. The security of this algorithm is based on the intractability of certain discrete logarithm problems. The 
Schnorr is considered the simplest digital signature scheme to be provably secure in a random oracle model. It is 
efficient and generates short signatures2.  
3. Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt scheme and Singncryption scheme comparison  
In this section, we compare the efficiency of the Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt and Singncryption schemes with respect to 
the computation cost. Moreover, we calculate the run time of both schemes, taking into account the use of specific 
hardware against which both the Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt and Schnorr Signcryption schemes are implemented. 
Furthermore, the LTE wireless communication system is used as a channel to transmit the secured data between 
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sender and receiver. LTE is part of the GSM evolution path for mobile broadband, where the overall objective for 
LTE is to provide an extremely high performance radio-access technology that offers full vehicular speed mobility. 
LTE is considered a standard for the wireless communication of high-speed data for mobile phones and data 
terminals. In the following subsections, a brief description of both schemes will be introduced.  
 
3.1. Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt scheme 
The Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt scheme consists of three stages: KeyGen,  Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt, and Decrypt-Verify-
Decrypt, as shown in Figure 1. 
1. KeyGen: Generate the two prime numbers p, q, Calculate n= pq, Compute φ(n) =(p-1)(q-1), Choose e, such 
as 1 < e < φ(n), and Determine d as d=  
2. Encrypt-sign-encrypt: RSA 1st public key encryption C1=  mod n, RSA digital signature C2= dC1  mod n, 
and RSA 2nd public key encryption C3= eC2  mod n 
3. Decrypt-verify-decrypt: RSA 2nd public key decryption S3= dC3  mod n, RSA verifies signature S2= 
eS3  
mod n, and RSA 1st public key decryption S1= eS2  mod n. Assume m is a valid message only if S1= m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Block diagram of the Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt scheme. 
 
3.2. Schnorr Signcryption scheme 
The Signcryption scheme is the combination of public key encryption and digital signature. The choice of public key 
encryption in conjunction with a digital signature scheme is dependent on the level of security desired by the system 
it is to be applied to. In this subsection, we present a brief description of the Schnorr Signcryption scheme, which 
combines both the ElGamal public key encryption algorithm and the Schnorr digital signature scheme. The Schnorr 
Signcryption scheme consists of five stages: Setup, KeyGen sender, KeyGen receiver, Signcryption and 
Unsigcryption, as shown in Figure 2. 
1. Setup: Generate the following parameters: p: a large prime, q: a large prime factor of (p -1), g: an integer 
with order q modulo p, h( ): a one way secure hash function, KH: a keyed one way hash function, and (E, 
D): the encryption and decryption function of symmetric key cipher (in this work, the ELGamal Public key 
is chosen as the encryption and decryption algorithm). 
2. KeyGen sender: Xa: signer A’s private key and Ya: signer A’s public key, where ya = a
xg   mod p 
3. KeyGen receiver: Xb: signer b’s private key and Yb: signer b’s public key, where yb = b
xg  mod p 
4. Signcryption: Calculate K = h( axby ) mod p  and split K in to K1 and K2 of appropriate length. Calculate r = 
 (m), Calculate s = x+(r * Xa) mod q, Calculate c = Ek1(m) ElGamal Encryption of the plaintext with 
the key K1 , and the Sender "a" sends (r,s,c) to receiver "b" 
5. Unsigncryption: To recover the plaintext m from (r,s,c), the receiver 'b' computes the following operations: 
Calculate the hash function K= hash( (gs * Yar  )
-Xb
   mod p, Split K into K1 and K2 , and Compute m = 
DK1(c) m is assumed to be a valid message if KHk2(m) = r . 
 
As mentioned above, ElGamal encryption algorithm is used for both encryption and decryption operations. The 
ElGamal algorithm is an asymmetric key encryption algorithm for public key cryptography. It consists of three main 
Message Encrypt-Sign-
Encrypt 
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components: the key generator, the encryption algorithm, and the decryption algorithm. 
1. Key generation: Choose a random z from {1,…, q} and Compute zgh   
2. Encryption: Choose y from {1,….., q-1}, Calculate qgV z mod1 , Calculate qyW zb mod , Convert 
the secret  message m into an element m' of G, Calculate V2 = (W.m) mod q, and the ciphertext is (V1,V2) 
3. Decryption: Calculate the shared secret zVS 1 and Compute 12' .  SVm   which she then converts back 
into the plaintext message m, where S-1 is the inverse of S in the group G.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Block diagram of Signcryption scheme 
 
3.3  Improving the performance of both schemes using Parallelisation  
Parallelizing the cryptographic algorithms is a promising approach that can be used to reduce the computation time 
of such algorithms. In this work, both Encryption-Sign-Encryption and Schnorr Singncryption schemes are 
accelerated using the pipelining algorithm [13].   
 
3.3.1 Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt scheme 
As mentioned in section 3.1, this scheme consists of three main stages: the KeyGen, the Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt, and 
the Decrypt-Verify-Decrypt. Both the second (sender) and third (receiver) stages can be modified using parallel 
processing. The Encryption-Sign-Encryption stages can be divided into three sub-stages/tasks, and each can be 
computed in parallel. Assuming that the number of messages = "N", the message size = "m", the key length e = d = l, 
and the total number of processors = "P", parallelisation can be achieved on two levels. At the first level, only three 
processors can be used: one processor for each subtask, as shown in Figure 3-a. In this case, the time needed to 
execute "N" message is Tpar-encry = N*[TkeyGen + Max{ TRSA +  Tsignature )] + Tinter-comm. On the other hand, for the 
second level of parallelism, the appropriate number of processors needed to compute each subtask equals "l ", as 
shown in Figure 3-b. In this case, the time needed to execute this task is equal to 
l
TlN RSA)1(   [13]. In addition, 
the time needed to execute the signature task is equal to 
l
TlN onsigncrypti)1(  . Moreover, the reduction in 
execution time of each stage can be approximately (1/l) times (it is not exactly 1/l due to the inter-processor 
communication overhead). At the sender side, the total time needed to execute "N" messages (when P = l ) is: Tpar-
encry = N*TkeyGen + RSATl
lN *1*2 ¹¸
·
©¨
§   + signatureTl
lN *1 ¹¸
·
©¨
§   + Tinter-comm. At the receiver side, parallelisation 
the decryption algorithm is carried out in the same way as the encryption operation. In this case, the total execution 
time after parallelisation is: Tpar-decry = N*TkeyGen + RSATl
lN *1*2 ¹¸
·
©¨
§   + signatureverifyTl
lN
¹¸
·
©¨
§  *1 +  Tinter-comm 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 (a) First level of parallelism  
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 (b) Second level of parallelism (pipelining of the encryption stage, where each sub-stage is executed in parallel) 
Figure 3: Parallelization of Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt scheme 
 
3.3.2     Schnorr Signcryption Scheme 
As mentioned in Section 3.2, this scheme consists of five main stages: Setup, KeyGen sender, KeyGen receiver, 
Signcryption and Unsigcryption. The first three stages can be executed sequentially while both the forth (at the 
sender side) and fifth (at the receiver side) stages can be modified using parallel processing. The signcryption stage, 
which is executed by the sender "a" can be divided into five subtasks: firstly, calculate the public keys K1 and K2, 
which can be done sequentially. Secondly, calculate r = (m), and thirdly calculate s = x+(r * Xa) mod q. 
Fourthly, calculate c = Ek1(m) Encryption of the plaintext with the key K1, and finally send (r, s, c) to the receiver 
"b". As shown in the previous sub-section, both encryption and decryption can be parallelised in two levels of 
parallelisation. In the first level, only two processors can be used to pipeline the encryption (at the sender side) and 
another two processors are used for decryption (at the receiver side). In the second level of parallelisation, the 
encryption-operation, which uses the ElGamal algorithm, can be executed in parallel. This task can be divided into 
three sub-tasks and can be computed at the same time. For a fair comparison, let the number of messages = "N", the 
message size = "m", the key length z = l, and the total number of processors that are needed to compute each subtask 
equal "l", as shown in Figure 4-b. Moreover, the execution time of each stage can be reduced by approximately (1/l) 
times. As mentioned in the previous subsection, the inter-processor communication overhead may reduce the total 
execution time. The total execution time for "N" messages after parallelisation of ElGamal encryption algorithm is: 
TGamal-encry =N* TkeyGen + encryptionTl
lN *1*2 ¹¸
·
©¨
§   + tionmultiplicavectorTl
lN
¹¸
·
©¨
§  *1  +  Tinter-comm. In addition, the 
total parallel time of Signcryption is: Tpar-sing = TkeyGen + T Gamal-encry. At the receiver side, parallelisation the 
Unsigncryption algorithm is carried out in the same way as the Signcryption algorithm. In this case, the total 
execution time after parallelisation is: Tpar-unsign = TkeyGen + TGamal-Decry, and TGamal-decry = N*TkeyGen + 
decryptionTl
lN *1*2 ¹¸
·
©¨
§   + tionmultiplicavectorTl
lN
¹¸
·
©¨
§  *1  +  Tinter-comm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Parallelization of Schnorr Signcryption algorithm 
Figure 4: Parallelization of Schnorr Signcryption scheme 
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m1 
W1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Parallelization of ElGamal encryption algorithm 
Figure 4: Parallelization of Schnorr Signcryption scheme 
4. Results and discussion 
The computational cost is estimated by counting the number of dominant operations (i.e. hash, modulo addition, 
multiplication, division (inversion) and exponentiation) for both the Schnorr Signcryption scheme and the Encrypt-
Sign-Encrypt scheme. Both schemes were implemented using C languages and were run on a machine with a 
2.1GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor, with 4GB installed memory. 
 
 
Table 1 Comparison between the computational costs of Schnorr Signcrpytion vs. Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt 
Schemes Schnorr Signcryption based on Schnorr digital signature and 
ElGamal encryption 
Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt based on RSA digita signature 
and RSA encryption 
Computational 
cost 
Signcrypt:        2Texp + 2Tm + Th + Thk + Ta  
UnSigncrypt:   2Texp + 2Tm + Th + Thk + Ta 
Signcrypt:        3Texp + 2Th 
UnSigncrypt:   3Texp + 2Th 
Where: 
Texp: the time for a modular exponential computation, Tm: the time for a modular multiplication computation, Th: the time for a one way hash 
function f(_) computation, Thk : the time for a keyed hash function f(_) computation, and Ta : the time for a modular addition / subtraction 
computation 
 
The computation time consumed is calculated by counting down the run time consumed by each of two schemes. As 
shown in Table 2, we generated five different messages and calculated the time consumed by the sender and 
receiver for each of the two schemes, using the LTE system as a communication channel for secured data transfer. 
Following this, we then calculated the improvement of computation time between both schemes. 
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Table 2 Comparison between the computation time of the Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt and Schnorr Signcrpytion schemes 
Message M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 
Total time consumed by Schnorr Signcryption scheme in sec 0.241 0.264 0.243 0.245 0.265 
Total time consumed by Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt scheme in sec 0.658 0.66 0.651 0.663 0.658 
The percentage of time improved between the two algorithms 63.30% 60.00% 62.67% 63.04% 59.72% 
 
From Table 1 and Table 2, we recognize that the modular exponentiation consumes more time than other 
mathematical operations. Although the Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt scheme has a lower number of mathematical 
operations than the Schnorr Signcryption, the latter scheme has less execution time with the same hardware specs. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented a comparison between the Schnorr Signcryption scheme (based on Schnorr digital 
signature and ElGamal encryption) and the Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt scheme (based on the RSA digital signature and 
RSA encryption.) The Schnorr Signcryption scheme has shown less computational cost than the Encrypt-Sign-
Encrypt scheme. The execution time can be improved by 61.7% if the Schnorr Signcryption scheme is used instead 
of the Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt scheme. Moreover, we have illustrated a parallelisation technique to improve both 
schemes by 30%.  
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